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$6¢ Mr. Nixon on the Verification of Captain Lloyd's 

latory theory of light, time alone can determine, and some 
relation must-be established between the compressing force 
and the breadth and forms of the rings before we should be 
warranted in deducing any conclusions. 

I am, Gentlemen, yours, &c. 
Liverpool, Sept. 1~, 1835. A. R, 

XLIV.  On the lZerijfcation of Captain Lloyd's Levelling In- 
strument bff the Greenwich Mural Circle. By JoHN N~xou, 
Esq.* 

I N  order to prove that the gun-metal collars of the superb 
~" level, ~ by Cary, employed by Captain Lloyd in levelling 
f romLondon to Sheerness t ,  had been constructed of equal 
diameter, the instrument was set up in the north window of 
the Observatory at Greenwich, at a distance of about eight 
feet from the mural circle~:. The cross wires of the (thirty- 
inch) telescope of the level being adjusted to the sidereal focus, 
by observing when those of the great telescope of the circle, 
as seen against a disc of white paper placed about an inch 
from its eye etad, appeared perfectly distinct, the horizontal 
wire of the level was adjusted for collimation, and the great 
telescope fixed at the (mean)horizontal point of the circle, 
(which point bisects the are passed over by the telescope in 
observing the direct and reflected altitude of a star). On 
looking through the telescope of the level, its horizontal wire 
was found to conceal or cover that of the circle so completely 
that the wires could not be seen separate without a slight ele- 
vation of the telescope of the level. In confirmation of the 
correctness of the observation, the great telescope, previously 
inclined, was moved until its horizontal wire coincided pre- 
cisely with that of the undisturbed level. On reading off" 
the microscopes of the circle, the direction of its tdescope 
proved to be horizontal within a small fi'action of a second. 

The success of the method must evidently be in proportion 
to the degree of fineness of the thicker of the two horizontal 
wires made use of; because, as both may be considered 
opake, it would be impossible to distinguish with what part 
of the diameter of the thicker wire the finer one coincided, 
or, indeed, whether they were merely sufficiently approxi- 
mated not to appear separate. The wires of the Greenwich 

Communicated by the Author. 
t" See the Philosophical Transactions for 1831. [or Phil. Mag. and 

Annals, N.S., vet. ix. p. 368.--Evtr.] 
Is the measurement from the object-glasses or from the centres of 

the two instruments ? 
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Levelling Instrument by the Greenwich Mural Circle. 365 

telescope may be regarded as unexceptionable, but were those 
of the level equally delicate they could scarcely have been 
efficient in staff-levelling at short distances. 

On describing one of the numerous methods made use of 
to determine the cylindrical error of my horizon sector, I re- 
marked that the i~esults, which varied from 17"'5 to 27"'5", 
were scarcely worth transcribing, owing to the almost impos- 
sibility of placing one horizontal wire exactly, betbre another. 
Unable to comprehend how the method whmh had been con- 
sidered successful at Greenwich should fail so signally in the 
above experiments, it occurred to me that the subject might 
be best investigated by observing through what (minute) 
range of inclination of the telescope its horizontal wire could 
be deemed passably coincident with that of the (fixed) colli- 
mator. My horizon sector, of which the wires are extremely 
fine, served as collimator, the light being derived, as in the 
Greenwich observations, from a piece of white paper set up 
at the most favourable distance from the eye-tube. The tele- 
scope employed (taken from my repeating circle) is fitted up 
with wires (by Dollond), apparently of the same fineness as 
those of the sector, placed between the two nearest lenses of 
the eye-tube. I t  was mounted with a very large spirit level, 
of which the divisions of the scale, about thirty-two to an inch, 
were equal to 1 n each. Both instruments stood on a plank 
resting on brackets driven into solid masonry; and, as an ad- 
ditional precaution, one of the great levels of the sector served 
to detect any slight change of inclination in the plank. Du- 
ring the experiments, of which the results are subjoined, both 
horizontal wires, as the vertical ones were kept coincident, 
must have been parallel throughout their length. 

No. L- -February  7, 1835. Temp. 49 ° Fahr. throughout. 

Point of Scale opposite Appearance of Wires. 
middle of Bubble. 

O 

115'5--Slightly separate. 

~ 117"5--As one wire, but rather thicket'. 
120" - -More  like one wire. 
121"5--Blacker, and as one wire. 
12¢'5--As one, but rather thicker. 
126" --Almost  as one wire. 
127"5-- Penumbra below. 
129'SuScarcely passable. 
132'0--A light line below. 

* See Phil. Mag. and Annals for 1831, N.S. vol. x. p. 347. 
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S66 Mr. W.  S. B. Woolhouse on the Enharmonlc Organ ; 

No. II .--Same day. Temp. 4,9% 
11S ° - -Pale  penumbra above. 
115 --Very little penumbra. 

~ 117 - -As  one wire, but blacker and thicket'. 
120 - -As  one black wire. 
122"5--As one thin wire. (Best coincidence.) 
125 - -Very faint penumbra. 
127'5--Penumbra, but might pass. 
lS2" - -Not  quite separate, but wouh[ not passr 
135 --Distinctly separate. 

No. III .mFebruary 9, 18$5. Temp. 49% Inclination varied. 
124, ° --Faintly separate. 
126 --Penumbra above. 
128 - -Pale  ditto. 

~-lS0 --Black, and rather thicker than one wire. 
~ lS2 --Dit to.  
| 135 - -As  one thin wire. (Best coincidence.) 
t l S 8  --Black, as one wire, but rather thicker. 

139"5--Faint penumbra. 
142"5--Just separate. 

From the above experiments it would appear that the wires 
might be considered coincident through a variation of inclina- 
tion equal to 7" or 8 II. 

September 30, 1835. JOHN NIXON. 

XLV. On the Enharmonic Organ ; in Reply to an Article in 
the Hrestminster Review. B2t ~lr. W .  S. B. Wooraous~.. 

To the ~ditors of  the Philoso2hical Magazine and Journal 

(~ENTLEMEN, 

I N the Westminster Review just published an article ap- 
pears in reference to my essay on Musical Interval% &c., 

in which the writer has thought proper to pass off some very 
liberal expressions in condemnation of my notice of the en- 
harmonic organ lately constructed by Messrs. Robson and 
Son. As the motive of the reviewer--who, it will appear, has 
not so much as digested even a moderate portion of the essay, 
--seems to have been merely the opportunity of giving supre- 
macy to his own ideas on the construction and capabilities of 
the organ in question, and as I conceive he has, in no small 
degree, misrepresented my observations, incidentally made, on 
that subject, I hope you will so far support the fairness and 
freedom of reply as to give a place to the following remarks in 
your valuable Magazine. 

The principal objection is opposed to my statement, that in 
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